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No. 14

XAVIER ALL OUT FOR DRAMA· QUIZ
D,.. IQ To Qziiz

Peter Grant
Cliief Nar1·ator
ln, UN Pag·ecuit

J'

A udie11ce011 UN
l1iformatio1i
"I have a lady, doctor!"
"Twelve silver dollars to the
lady for this one!"
" . . . OH, I'm sorry, but give
that lady a bo~ of candy bars and I
two tickets to next week's production here at the Bijou."
Does this sound familiar? You
bet, it's none other than radio's
original Dr. I. Q. the me n ta 1
banker, Lew Valentine.
The popular M o n clay night
Quiz-Master with his announcer,
Alan Anthony, will come to Xa- '
vier on Thursday night February
26 from Litt 1 e Rock, Arkansas to participate in Xavier's dramatic spectacle, "Drama of the
United N~tions."
The half-hour quiz program,
with an audience participation

Peter Grnnl, one of the nation's
most popular radio newscasters,
now heard over Station \VL\V,
will h:mdl0 the narrator role in
"The· Drama Of The United Nation:;" which will be presented in
the Fieldhouse February 26.
Grant .. a native of St. Louis,
received his Doctor of Laws de·grce from Washington University
in l!J30. He joined WLW's staff
' in 1932 and spent four years in
the Army, being separnted with
the rank of Majo\'.
He is a member of several dramatic and I itera ry fraternities.
His regularly scheduled newscast
is at 11 p.m. daily over Station
WL W. Besides his newscasting
other feature anI nouncing.

I

..

•

Bemg cast for UN pageant were: (2nd row) D. Kelly, J. Waddell, J. Hughes, R. Schlichtc and L.
Bunning. (3rd 1·ow) F. Leahy, J. Hiltz, B. Downey and .l. l\'lcFa1·lancl. (4th row) E. Lacy and .l. Nugent.

WLW Staff Directs Large
·Student Cast In Drama;
Five Stages To Be Used
One of the most ambitious un:.
dertakings in University history
takes place Thursday night, February 26 in the Fieldhouse when
at 8: 15 p.m., Xa,;ier University,
in conjunction with the Cincinnati Plan for the United Nations,
presents the "Drama of the United Nations," a spectacle which
.dramatizes the formation of the
world organization.
Members of Cincinnati's radio
station WL W figure prominently
this . presentation. .Clrnrles
and Thomas Kane, are
directing the spectacle; Alan
Stern of the station's continuity
staff has written the script, and
Peter Grant, WL W's chief newscaster, will be the principal narTator.
The spectacle-drama, "Crisis1948", which is written in radio

I
Lew Valentine
will take place immediately following the United Nations Show.
Questions including the "famous
q u o t a ti on s, the biographical
sketch and the thought twister,"
(Continued on Page 8)

REHEARSAL AT RADIO STATION

style, traces the growth of war
power and the efforts of the U. S.
to organize its components. It
finally focuses on an actual session of the U. N. Assembly for
its cl i m <1 x. There are over 70
speaking parts and the w h o 1 e
length and- breadth of the fieldhouse will be utilized for the tableau. Five separate spotlight
stages will be set up in addition
to the model assembly which will
occupy one en'd of the Fieldhouse
floor. Dr. Raymond McCoy, director of the program, has announced that an entire set of

ANNUAL PHOTO
SCHEDULE SET
Dr. Wheeler revealed the photography schedule for the 1948
Annual this past week. Pictures
will be taken Sunday afternoon,
February 29, in South Hall. He
urged the men to be present and
to assemble in the canteen to
wait to be called. '
The schedule is as follows:
2:30 Chess Club
2:40 NFCCS
2:50 Student Council
3:00 Sodality
3:15 Economics Club
3:30 Accounting Club
3:40 XU News
3:50 l\lusketeer
4:00 l\'lermaid Tavern
•1:10 Athenaeum
4:15 Varsity Debaters
4:20 l\lasque Society
4:25 Philopeclian Society
4:35 l\lath-Physics Club
4:40 International Relations Club
4:45 Philosophy Club

i

=·"'"·=~~""

U. N. flags has been obtained to;
lend authentic color to the stage.:
Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, direc- i
tor of the show personnel, re-!
leased Monday, February 16, the:
names of the students who had
up to that date won parts in the
drama. They include: R. V. Fitzgerald, Leonard Schooler, Paul
Gorman, Clifford Miller, Richard
Maher, John Hinkler, Bert Downing, Robe.rt Leber, Thomas
Sprnul, Don Kelly, Jack Kirschner, Bob Dauer, Det·mott Gric~ •
Richard Shannon, Jake Schweizer, W. H. Bocklage, Ralph Chambers, Bill Cleary, Gene Friedman, ,
Albert Bischoff, James Pater,
Paul O'Brien, Joseph Burke, Emmet Ryan, John Hiltz, James
Peter Grant
Hughes, Ray m on d Schlichtc,
Maurice Herrin, Dick Fairbanks,
Bernard Downey, Mel Hessler,
N01'/CE
Ben Jesionowski, and Louis BunAll students of the Evanston
ning, all from the Evanston cam- campus will attend a convocapus. Constance Hottel and Mari- tion at 1 :30 11.m., in the Fieldlyn Hilvers of the Downtown Col- I house, !Uonclay, Febmary 16.
lege also won parts.
1

I

DIRECTOR AND AUTI-IOR CONFER

Marks Out Monday
Students can stop chewing their
nai.Is with this announcement.
The Reverend Victor B. Nieporte, S.J., Dean, has told the
News that grades from last semester will be mailed during the
week of February 23.
One copy of each student's
grades will be mailed to his home,
and in the Registrar's office there
will be one copy available which
Allen Stern and Charles Lammers, author ancl director respectConstance Boitel, Evening College student, and Bob Dauer are students may call for, beginning
ively, of the UN pageant go over lines with Jim Hughes (standing>.
Monday.
seen rehearsing lines for the UN program at \VLW studios.
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Xuutrr Jlnintrsity Nrws

Xn\"lc-r Unl\·crslty, 1"ch. ~o. lll48,
'Wet!kly except during vacation period
Yo!. XXXII, X-0. H Xa1•lcr Uni\·ersfty, H11mlllon County, Cincinnati, Ohio,
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und iruest writers do 11ot 11ec118•1trlly cxpreHs tile oft'lclnl opinion• of tbl
X1U"ier V11h·erslty Ad111h1lstratlo11.
.lllotter. of oft'lclnl natur" aupearl•s
In the NEWS will be Ro do•larnate1l.)

e

lsofotionism 01· VN?
HAT UN stuff is not for me. Just a lotta talk anyhow.

Look at the way Russia hems and haws. Before long,
T
we'll have UMT. . . .
'
So it goes. You hear such sentiml:?nts all about. It reminds
us of a certain story concerning the League 'of Nations which
foundered before it had hardly been launched. There was
one powerful nation that refused to have anything to do with
.the League. Absolutely refused. It so happened that this nation, the strongest in the world, just drew in it§' head like a
turtle and became oblivious to a world that had, volcano
like, erupted with the fires of nationaHsm, godlessness, and
communism. A new ism spawned from the mess. They called
it fascism for want of a better name, and before long, there
was another war which magnified the horror of the preceeding tear-up. All the while, this powerful nation kept its
head well hidden and did nothing until it was almost contemptuously turned on its shell back.
When finally sleep was shaken off, it drew greatly on
its sons, sent them out, some with only helter-skelter training at first and paid in blood for a stupid selfish isolationism.
Whose blood? Our blood. The crimson life liquid of you and
me who are only alive today by the grace of God. The names
of fellows just like the next guy engraved in the grotto in
the front yard .of the campus might very well have been ours.
Will wholehearted participation in the U. N. efface the
possibility of another war? There is nothing in the world of
politics and world affairs that can be guaranteed. But, we
know this for sure, isolationism is not the answer. We know
it by our blood.

•

Revise Student Registration

M

OST prevalent question on the day of our return to these
. . hallowed halls for another semester was, "How long
chd it take you to register?"
.
We realize that registration takes only two days of the
rear; w~ know that certain info;mation is required by various ·offices throughout the University; we know that the
clerical department is understaffed; we also know that some
attempt has been made to improve the registration problem
.in addition we have and do realize the problems that face
the administrators. But still it is a headache for all concerned.
We have a few suggestions, minor though they may be.
First, our favorite gripe is the number of cards we and the
r:est ?f the a~piring students who attend this Unive~sity, are
required to flll out. These cards are a waste of time no matter
from which angle you view the situation: They .waste the
students time in filling them out; they waste the time of the
office ~o~ce in arranging them alphabetically. There is, in
our opm1on, no need for every office in the school to have
the class schedule of every student in the University when
one ~aster card in one office would serve the purpose as
we~l, if not b.etter than a multitude of cards in a myriad of.
offices. On this master card the student could list his schedule
~nd all ot~er pertinent ~nformation. This card could be kept
m the office of the Registrar and when one of the other office~ require? some information, it could get it by simply
callmg the file clerk in the Registrar's office. This alone
would save a half hour of the student's time, a few minutes
of the office force's time, and quite a bit of the University's
money.
.
.
.
h
d
. A no th er su~ges t ion ~s to o with the time- consuming,
lmes we stood m to receive our previously filled out class
schedule and the one we waited in to have our cards checked:
Neither condition is difficult to alleviate. The first line could
be ~ivided by h.aving it broken up by classifying it alphabetically - havu~g A to G ~n one line, H to M in anothf!r,
and so on . The time spent m the other line would be materially reduced by the master card system.
In ~losing we h~ve a .ques~ioi: to ask: What was the purpose of ~he pre-reg1st.rahon signing with counsellors? This
1s p~te~t1al.ly a good plan and we hope to see it continued;
but 1t did little to shorten the time required for registration.

• A Play Witli A Challenge
E have it ~n good authority that the Masque Society
· ....plans a .spring full lengt~ play. We only hope that they
choose a vehicle for presentat10n that is worthy of the ideals
of this great University. • ·
.
In our .~umble opinion, a play that presents a challenge
is more desired than one which might have a surface or
popular appeal. ~t's not that we want to be arty - what we
we want to see 1s a play that represents faithfully Catholic
values. We do not know that Claudel's The Tidings Brought
to Mary would be an appropr.iate offering as was suggested
by one ?f our correspondents m our Christmas issue. But' we
would like to see something presented that is of the same cut
We would certainly decry a play such as The Man Wh~
Came to Dinner.

W

A Historian Looks At Tlie UN

By Asst. Pro/. Rocco Pao11c

Informed Public Opinion Needed· For Success
Today, almost two and a half
years after the nations of the
world brought the United Nations
into official existence, there appears to be an increasing attitude
among the people in the United
States that the U. N. has not ac,complished its goal and is doomed
to the failure suffered by the old
League of Nations. People C\re
condemning an organization
which has ·for its basic purpose
an effective world organization
for the maintenance of peace.
It is generally agreed that the
U. N. has not been a paragon of
smooth operation. There have
been, and sti11 are, difficulties
which seem to many people to be
insurmountable. Ma· n kind is
deeply enmeshed in a growing
contest between two of .the great~s~ forces to be founq .m the pohtlcal st~te·-of today. Thel!e forces,
usually mterp~eted as Democra~y
and Co~mumsm,. can be more
approp!'iately considered as Trust
and Distrust among the nations
of the world.
Trust Needed
If peaceful relations are to continue in the realm of international
affairs then the American people
and . the people of the Eastern
Hemisphere must be prepared to
learn a mutual trust in each
other, to de1:nonstrate a greater
degree of pat~enct;, of ~ersistence
and of. capac1.ty In \h~ conduct
of ihell· f.oreign rela~ions tha.n
ever ~reviously . reqmred. This
necessitates confidence and t~e

I

support of public opinion: With· the U. S. S. R. and those of the
out the confidence and suppurt of Western Democracies, which have
public opinion of the pe~ple that prevented the Security Council
their safety depends upon the from solving other important
success of the U. N., the peace problems. This has led to a dcof the worhl will not be main- structive criticism, dangerous to
tained.
the existence ·Of the U. N. CcrGreater Than League
tainly, no individual with a
. Despite the obstacles that have realistic conception of existing
arisen to impede the progress of world affairs can fail to recogthe u. N. during its 'short dur- nize that until some solution can
ation, it has already grown into be found foi: the differences bean organization whose scope is twee'n the Western Democracies
ten times larger than that of the and the. U.S. S. R., and,-until the
League of Nations, with every U. N. is allowed to function as
major nation of the world ac- the Charter intends it, there will
tively participating in its pro- continue to be a hindrance to efgram. It 'has demonstrated, too, a fective operation within the U. N.
definite execution of effective
Soviets Veto
action. The independence of Iran
When the nations of the world
has been safeguarded, · practical joined the U. N. they assumed the
steps, which are aiding Greece to moral obligation of abiding by
maintenance of her integrity and the decisions of the various bodies
independence have been insti- within the U. N. The Soviet
tuted and the dangerous confla- Government has refused to rcgration between the Netherlands spect the decisions of the Genand Indonesia has been settled eral Assembly to participate ·
by the U. N. Besides these ac- the "Little" Assembly, in t~~
complishments it has effected an Balkan Commission and in the
untold number of practical deeds Commission on Korea. Argentina
thi·ough its affiliated and sub- has refused to abide by the desidiary agencies in the field of cision of the Assembly with i·chuman rights, in the case of min- gard to Spain. It may be that
ority peoples, in the matter of these nations can justify their
food and agriculture in the war stands from a legal viewpoint
torn areas and in the realm of but, nevertheless, they have vio~
international . trade and currency lated their moral obligation to
stabilization.
the U. N. and thereby have
People often dismiss these con- .weakened the latter's authority.
crete achievements in view of An, immediate remedy to these
the continuing differences be- conditions lies in the strength of
tween the diplomatic forces of
(Continued on Page 4)

Dick Fairbanks' F olderol Fair

During the fog that roosted on
the campus most of last Friday
an elderly gentleman under a
tweed hat and behind a set of
heavy spectacles slipped into the
News office and asked in a rather heavy Englijh accent, "Beg
pawdon, but is this tfi' office of
the Lunnon Times?"

with developing a prize winning
French P o o d 1 e like his Mary
Glen Revenue: but there's nothing
that a fine dog, a truckload of
patience, and seven month's training at barber college won't overcome.

• • •

it that the lettuce IS there.

• • •

I

The Chess team has been notified by the athletic department
to leave the locker rooms in the
Fieldhouse in a more orderly condition after they have finished
their post tournament shower.

. .

·,..
"Scoop" McCarthy, alias '"the
• •
Brim," has grown quite a bit in
Group 2 Cation analysis is well
We have been informed of a the past few years. Too bad his under way in Lab 5 and the stucertain student who has cancelled hat didn't grow along with him. dents have adopted "Holy Smoke"
all his subscriptions to 1 o cal
as their constitutional preamble
• •
newspapers, had his telephone
We once saw an Amoeba. Then as they wallow around on the
service discontinued, burned his we saw the piece of lettuce on a floor of a sea of chloride fumes.
school diploma, dropped his mid- sandwich we had bought in South ~'riday the '"soup" was so ·thick
dle name, and became an orphan Hall and couldn't tell the dif- the instfuctor called roll by going
by unknown means in order to ference. Until microscopes are froip. table to table feeling the
cut down on the time it will take distributed to all students they shape -0f noses to see who was
him to fill out the registration will have to take our word for present and attending.
cards next semester.

•

•

• • •

XAVERIANUS

We wish tp offer our congratulations to Xavier's Premier
Poodle Pusher, Dan O'Donnell,
who has captured three "Best of
Breed" awards in recent dog
By Bob Helmes
shows. pan admits that there is
quite a bit of work connected Ohio, Please Note
Xave~ianus has just returned from his honeymoon with the
·for~1er Mi~s Dorothy Joan Kleiman from one of the many spots of
which Indiana may well be proud - Potawatomi of Pokagon State
Park, Angola, Indiana. This was the second ventui·e of Xaverianus
to. one of I~diana's fine resort parks .. Last spring he traveled to
Chfty Falls In Madison.
O~io could well eliminate its sales tax by
Friday, Feb. 20 - Senior Re- '
pursumg a program similar to Indiana's. The revtreat, South Hall 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 21 - Senior enue derived would overflow the tills in Columbus.
Potawatomi is: entirely controlled and oper: ·
Retreat, South Hall 9:00 a.m.
Basketball, Indian State vs. ated b~ the stat.e of Indiana. It boasts a large
castle-like lodge-inn with reasonably rated rooms,
Xavier ·8:30 p.m., here. 1
Sunday, Feb. 22 - Senior Re- excellent food, and a comfortable lounge. It lies
along Lake James, just one" mile from u. s. Hightreat 9:00 a.m.
Musketeers. Wives A I b er s ~ay 27. Judging by the many cars bearing Ohio
hcense tags that rested in the parking lot Ohioans
Rall Lobby 2:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 24 - Basketball: were all for it.
As Xaverianus slithered over. the ground on
Bob Helmes
Dayton vs. Xavier 8:30 p.m.,
the back .of a flat straw-covered sleigh, drawn by two bell-tinkling
here.
Clef Club, Albers Hall Lob- hors~s, hts left foot dragging· in the snow, he was able to survey a
by, 7:30 p.m.
feasting landsca~e. A h~ge toboggan slide rose like a ski-jump'fl'om
XU Sodality, Albers Hall the top of the ht11, beside which men and women on flashing skit
7:30 p.m.
could be seen coasting over the frozen ground. The solid lake spread
Thursday, Feb. 26-Clef Club, below .and assor.tments of ice skaters tested their skills. On the
Albers Hall Lobby 7 :30 p.m. smaller slopes ch1ldr~n on sleds zipped through the snow.' Xaverianus
Friday, Feb. 27 - Senior Re- watched the .track. his foot was making in the snow and visualized
treat, South Hall 7:30 p.m.
such a .park in Ohio - Cincinnati even, where a tired family could
·-----------...:.
(Continued on Pa1e 8)

An Indiana Sojourn

-=============:::
Peek Of The
Week

,

I
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IRC Spreads UN Information i~-- "Kopi~~ki's
Tliroughout Cincinnati Area
u
ny Fre•' Ne•.,bm
_ Dorm Coverage
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Xavier Scholars Speali
UN And Tl1e St11de11t

Fifty-two speaking engagements before an estimated -w...........................................-..:-..........._ ......___.,.,_.,.__
(This is the first in a series of featm:es planned by the "News" to
10,000 people have been given by the Speakers Bureau of Lawrence Sigillo can't wait to
the International Relations Club since last September ac- parade his new girl al'Ound the voice the opinion of the individual student at Xavie1'.)
What is your 011inio11 of the UN?
cortjing to Mr. Rocco Paone, club moderator. These talks in- campus because "Two Loves Have
clude two at U. of C. and one. at Wilberforce College.
Joseph M. Burke, BS in BA
Uicharcl J. Hug, PhB Senior: "I
I" Buresh is always making him

The Speakers Burenu consisting of president Robert Quinlan,
vice-president Walt Whalen, Albert Bischoff, John Hinkler, and
Bernie Downey, is the chief outward expression of the IRC's
purpose: to make Cincinnati conscious of the UN. Mrs. Mary
Bradstreet, Womans Editor of
The Cincinnati Enqui1'e1-, has
commented favorably upon the
organization's efforts, as has Mrs.
Unnewehr, Cincinnati chairman
of the National Council of Catholic Women, who telephoned Mr.
Paone, and "showed amazement
and great enthusiasm at' the high
calibre of lectures of the college
students."

books and papers to similar clubs
throughout the United States.
The purpose of the IRC is to
study world conditions for t!1e
individual members benefit, although the club has taken as its
special project the United Nations Organization.

"C" Average Necessary
In o r cl e r for a prospective
member to gain admission into
the International Relations Club,
he must have a general "C" average, have completed a minimum of six credit hours in social science, and submit a five
hundred word paper about international relations to a board of
Speakers Travel Far
admissions. The club meets every
Speakers have traveled as far other week and at the present
as Piqua and Wilberforce, Ohio. consists of about 18 men.
They have spoken to groups such
as the 'American Association of
University Women, students at
W i t h r o w and Glendale High
Schools, PTA groups of Norwood
High School, St. Gabriel High
School, and Our Lady of .Mercy,
and the First Baptist Church in
A series of seven week-end reCovington, the Knox Presbyter- treats, began December 13 by the
ian church, and the North Hyde Jesuit fathers at Milford, is now
Park Methodist church.
well under"'ay. Approx1· mately
According to Albert Bischoff, 90 men are "assigned to each· reone of the five speakers, the gen- treat. Four excellent retreat
eral public received the lectures masters have been enlisted for
with interest and respect, al- these conclaves: Father· Patrick
though there have been some ex- O'Brien S.J., st. Xavier High
ceptions. But the speakers have School; heads the masters; with
been handicapped by a "general Fathers Paul Allen, S.J., and
lack of knowledge of the UN" Paul Cavanaugh, s. J., of Milford,
on the .Part of audience·s and. the and Fr. Raymond Mooney, S.J.,
fact that sometimes the people John Carro 11, completing the
"just don't want to accept cer- staff.
tain things in the charter." One
The men intending to make
group refused to accept the con- the retreat arrive at Milford at
cept of an international police 7: 30 Friday evening for assembly
force. There have been other such and the retreat ends at 2: 15 Sunncidents.
day with Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament and the Papal
Formed July, 1947
Xavier's IRC was formed last Blessing.
The purpose of these week-end
July. Shortly afterward the organization became directly con- retreats is to enable Xavier men
nected with the Carnegie Endow- to make better retreats by putment Foundation for lnterna- ing them in a more favorable
Peace, a foundation which sends setting with quiet suroundings.

weekencl Retreats

In Milford Offer
peaceful Setting

.Council Jn Action

By Jim O'Brien

Ne'W Constitution Soon Ready
For Students' Examination
Richard Henkel, junior representative, supplied the main bus·iness for Student Council meeting
last Monday afternoon when he
took the floor to µnnounce that
the Constitutional Revision Committee, of which he is chairman,
had just about completed its work.
'fhe Revision Committee, he reported, has composed a new constitution and a quite lengthy list
. of by-laws, both of which state
defininte, clear-cut powers and
duties of Student Council. Mr.
Henkel said that the obscure and
hazy points of the old constitution
were dropped. C9uncil members
were given a peak into the body
of'°the constitution when mention was made of the fact' that
under the new constitution the
membership in Student Council
would be increased by four or
five representatives.
After all the Council members
agreed, Howard N ab e ir h a u s,
Council president, set the afternoon of the 29 of February as the
date on which all Council members will assemble and discuss
this new constitution and its bylaws. In the meantime copies of
the proposed document will be
,

.

made up and given to each member of Council so that all may
be· familiar with its various aspects. One problem still to be
solved is the extent that opinions
from the student body will play
in the final formulating of the
new constitution. A copy of the
final draft of the new constitution
will appear in the News as soon
as such publication is possible.
:Ml-. Naberhaus expressed the
belief, and he was supported by
the members, that Council should
play a very active part in the UN
Drama at the Fieldhouse. For this
purpose a committee was formed,
senior Jim Daum, to get the m.en
still necessary to round out tire
drama.
Mr.· Naberhaus also info1·med
Council members of the seating
arrangement for students at the
u. c. and U. K. games. By roping off sections of the · general
admission and bleacher seats an
attempt will be made to reserve
1400 seats for Xavier students
alone. Mr. Naberhaus added that·
according to the information
given to him, this section will be
for the students only and not for
dates or other companions.

read those throbbing letters from
his songstress and "play it smart"
gal back home.
Did you hear about John Wall
budgeting his time, money, and
dates down Florida way? Wish
our yearly budget called for a
two week jaunt to the land of
sunshine. Maybe we are· too
critical· at that!
Tom Partee's friends were here
froh1 Indiana University last week
and cajoling him to return to
Bloomington, Indiana. They say
the Sigma Chi sorority has been
"rushing" him all year.
Bill Costello hasn't had a date
since New Year's Eve. This is
something fo1: a record for our
lover boy. Where were you on the
night of January 1?
We hear Father Lester Linz
S.J. received a cute Valentine
card from Maurice Brotzge. Hope
the front office reads this and
peruses through those semester
grades again.
"Clothespin Tycoon" Bourke
has all the school excited over
his "get rich quick" scheme. We
understand all his salesmen have
completed, with a high B of
course, Mr. Link's Salesmanship
course.
The best drama show on earth
takes place in Coach Kluska's
office every Tuesday evening.
You'll agree, once you've witnessed Buck Kelly, Joe Boni, and
Jim Daum obtaining their weekly supply of chow books.
It appears the "Chicago Club"
is well on its way to becoming a
reality here at Xavier. There are
at least sixty dorm students from
Illinois, and everyone seems to be
interested in its formation. Watch
the bulletin board for further an·
nouncements.
It's quite true, that Tom Court·
ney ·borrowed a white shirt and
dirty-fingered all the others, from
someone during the recent vacation and never informed us the
legal owner, nor volunteered to
reimburse him. Some guys are
like that.

Verkamp Debate
Preliminaries Set
Preliminaries for the Verkamp
debate will be held Thursday,
February 26,. Mr,. .James Shaw,
moderator of the Poland Philopedian Society, disclosed this
week. Finals for the debate will
be held in mid-March.
T 0 pi c for this· year's debate,
which is also the inter-collegiate
debate topic, is Resolved: "That
A World Federal Government
Should Be Established."
The society plans to send teams
on four trips during this semester to debate teams at. University of Dayton, Butler University,
Western Reserve University, and
other schools.

Senior: "The veto power, as it is
now used, obstructs the effective
application of corrective efforts
on the part of the majority the Marshall Plan is a typical
example of what I mean."
Donald F. Hagerty, BS in BA
Sophomore: "In the absence of
God there has been no importance
of God as the primary force in
the maintenance of peace. Without God there can be no peace.
The ignoring of God's role in
world affairs makes anything
other than an ersatz peace not
only highly impractical but absolutely impossible."
J:ohn F. Wilson, Pi·e-Med Senior: "Despite the fact I have
given little thought to the problem of the UN, I feel that it will
fail if all nations do not surrender
their rights of sovereignty. The
situation at the present time is
analagous to the spirit of individualism which proves a disintegrating force as regards the
unity of the family to the commoo good of the unit. The same
is true of individual nations in
respect to the family of nations."
Harold J. lnkrot, BS in Chemistry Senior: "Lacks the norm of
morality. Without such a standard there can be no foundation
for peace."
Gerahl G. Royce, BS in BA
Junior: "I understand the United
Nations Organization is necessary
to h~ve a lasting world peace but
I do not have enough technical
knowledge of its workings to
criticize it. On the surface it
would seem that Russia can say
'No' too easily.
Richard F. Olberding, AB Senior: "I think that as long as there
are contrasting idealogies in the
world like differences in creeds
and customs and races, the present . UN Organization is too
idealistic. However, I believe it
is necessary. It's a good start
toward educating the peoples of
the world but it 'is too far ahead
of its time."

don't think the UN is working
well because it lacks authority.
One of the reasons its lacks
authority is that individual nations are unwilling to give up a
part of their sovereign rights to
the United Nations."
Robert l.\"I. Quinlan, PhB Senior: "It is too early to say whether
the UN has succeeded or failed
but we must give it a chance.
There is no other, organization of
comparable size working toward
world peace. Its General Assembly provides a sounding board for
the opinions of 57 nations, and
UNESCO is making strides toward devNoping mutual understanding among nations - without which there can be no true
friendship, no lasting peace."

Plyniouth A 'Wa,.ded
To Colzunbus Gi1·l
Attending the regional meeting
the NFCCS at Marian College
in Indianapolis, Indiana, Sunday,
February 15, Charles Hogan, Jr.,
Jerry Conre;il, Robert Co~way,
and Milton Partraidge, Xavier's
representatives, witnessed the
drawing for the Plymouth sedan
which the colleges of this region
donated in their drive to raise
funds for student relief.
Miss Eleanor Marquette of Columbus, Ohio, a student at St.
Mary's, was the winner, Conrey
told t:he News. And right handy
too was the award, since just
three weeks previously, the family car had been wrecked, accol'ding to Conrey.

'Of

BONUS READY MARCH 1
Applications for the World War
II Ohio State Bonus will be available March 1 and must be accompanied by the veterans' original discharge. Payments are
expected to begin about the first
of April, according to information received this week from the
office of Veterans Affairs.

5For2, Y Not U?

News Offers $5 For Total X·
Score In Final T,vo Contests
A contest sponsored, by the News to name the total number of points the Musketeers will score in their last two
home basketball games with the University of Kentucky and
the University of Cincinnati starts today.
A box for entries has been placed in South Hall where
students from the Evanston campus will place their entries. E'or
Downtown students, a box will
·be placed in the corridor on the
third floor.
Entries for the contest will be
accpeted until 6 p.m., February
24, and the winner w i 11 be
awarded five d o 11 a rs by the
News.

U. C. for a total of 106 points.
Place 106 in the blank.)
2. All students from the Evanston and Downtown campuses are
eligible for the contest.
3. Students may submit one
entry only.
4. Contest closes at 6 p.m.,
Tuesday, February 24.
5. Five dollars in cash will be
awarded to the winner.
' 6. Members of the staff of the
Xavie1· News are ineligible to
compete.
7. In case of ties "straws"
will be drawn for the award.

Contest rules are as follows:
1. Pick the total number of
-points Xavier will score in both
Jesriil Terlitm On C
games with U. K. and U. C., add
ampHB them to gether for the score. (ExThti Rev. Francis D. Rabout, ample: "X" scores 58 points
S.J., who is serving his tertian- against U. K. ·and 48 against
ship at Saint Stanislaus Novitiate in Cleveland, is visiting Xa"'."""j
vier University during this len- CO.l'!TEST TO NAME U. K. A. ND U. C. BASKETBALL SCORES
ten period. He gives talks on
Wednesday evenings in Bellarmine Chapel and on Tuesday
NAME: ............................... ,...................................... ..
evenings at ~let Hall. On Friday
nights Fr: Rabout conducts the
stations of the cross in Bellarmine f
CLASS: ........................................................................
Chapel.
TOTAL POINTS ................
_J
BACK STUDENT RELIEF!!
L ______________ _
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Professors Boast Experience
In Far Reaches Of World

Guests Invited
To Lecture
ECON Classes
A series of guest lectures by
authorities in the field of Business Administration will open on
the Evanston campus on Wednesday, February 20, when Mr.
Douglass K. Fuller, Executive
Vice-President of the Cincinnati
Chamber of Commerce and Mr.
Budd Gore, Sales Promotion Manager of the H. & S. Pogue Company will address classes in Economics and Personnel Management.
Here Befo1•e
Mr. Fuller, who was on the
-- lecture series last year, reviews
the work of the Chamber of Commerce and its place in the business world. He is a graduate of
the Greengrier Military School,
West Virginia, and the University of Cincinnati, having served
as a member of the Ohio Aviation
Board and Asst. City Solicitor
for aviation.
Mr. Gore has been with the
H. & S. Pogue Company for a
year, having come from the Marshall Field Company, Chicago. He
will discuss "Department Store
Personnel Pr o b 1 ems" for the
11: 30 a.m. class in Personnel
Management. Mr. Gore,· a former
Univensity of Chicago .student,
worked with the Chicago Daily
News and the City News Bureau
of Chicago.

(

•

Kroger Official
On Wednesday, February 27
Mr. Lewis R. Frazier, Personnel
Relations Director of the B. H.
Ki,oger Company, will address
the stud~nts of Economics and
Piersonnel Management ·classes
concerning marketing problems
and 1personnel - industrial relationship in the retail produce
field. Mr. Frazier, a graduate of
the University of Washington and
Carnegie Tech, served as an associate on the Committee on
Classification of Pe1·sonnel for
the U.S. Army in World War I,
and is a member of Phi Kappa
Psi, Harvard Club and the Cincinnati Psychological Association.
Youn'g Lectures
Mr. George Young, Executive
Vice-President of the Better
Business Bureau, was the guest
speaker this week in the Business Administration classes, and
lecturecl to three classes in the
"Program of the Better Busine>s
Bureau in American Business Today."
The field lectures will present
15 outstanding authoripes in the
field of Personnel Management
and Economics during the semester in a new curriculum plan
which includes lectures, movies,
plant tours and research projects
in addition to class discussions.

SUPPORT SCHOOL
ACTIVITIES

---
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Xavie1· Faciilty Has
Nem·ly Covered Eartli,
College professors get around
these days. And Xavie1~ profs are
no exception. They get aroundaround the world. You might be,
and probably are sometimes
tempted to think of Xavier as
being rather provincial, buried as
it is in the "hinterlands" of the
Middle West. When that temptation comes-wake up! That wistful looking little prof who looks
like he's never traveled any fur_:
ther than Hamilton has probably
been farther and seen more than
you ever will. Except for the
North and South Poles there is
hardly a continent or country
that some member of the Xavier
faculty hasn't visited either as a
teacher, student, G.I., or just
plain sights~er.
Itineraries_ Big
A complete list of our wayfaring pedagogues and the places
they've been would take more
space than this article has been
allotted, but to give you an idea
of the extent of their travels here
are some sample itineraries:
Father Hetherington studied in
Italy and traveled in Franc!'! and
Greece. Father Boylan earned his
Ph.D. at Ignatius College, Valkenburg, Holland. Father Buschman studied Theology in Ireland.
Dr. McCoy, currently engineering the huge "Drama of the United Nations," saw England,
France and Germany in service
and returned for a second look
last summer when he attended
the UNESCO seminar in Paris.
Father Walsh has seen quite a
bit of Greece, Italy, and France,
and earned a Master of Arts degree at Cambridge University in
England.

Xavie~ Sophomore
Historian Looks
At United Nations 100,000th Person
ccontinued from Page 2>
public opinion. The public op- X-Rayecl Here

--------------Mr. Paone and Mr~ Louis Feld- inion of the nations of the world
haus 'have all been to Canada and must be strengthened to force
Mexico.
individual nations to perceive
These are only a few of them that such violations of their
and only a partial list -0f the moral obligations to the U. N.
places they've been. So the next must be discontinued. It is postime you don't like your grades sible to interest the public opand the prof tells you what they inion of the peoples of the world
call that in Timbuktu, don't ar- 1 in the U. N. because the majority
gue-he's probably been there.
of the nations of the world are in
---------the U. N. and the number of nations seeking membership is still
increasing. As long as the 57 nations of the U. N. remain in the
Organization there is every reason to hope and believe, even
though the path will be rocky and
Holding its February meeting progress be slowly made, that
in South Hall last week, the Xa- pacific and equitable solutions
vier Accounting Society had as will be found for the seemingly
its gu\'!st sp€aker, Mr. John 'insoluable problems of today.
Stewart, Branch Manager of the
R. M. Paone
Charles R. Hadley Company, ex-----·
elusive manufactlll'ers of business
The Drug Store ·closest to
forms and systems. Mr. Stewart
Xavier University
explained and demonstrated a variety of the more common forms
The A.be Baumring
available for the general ledger,
Pharmacy
payroll systems, and financial
EVANSTON
statements.
•......_ .. _ _
According to Joseph M. Burke,
Society member, arrangements
XAVIER's FAVORITE
have been made with the Charles
BARBER
R. Hadley Company for a subJULIUS LOHR
scription to the "Pathfinder Serv3757 Montgomery Road
ice Bulletin," a monthly publi3 Blocks East of Campus
cation devoted to accounting
methods. He also stated that the
bulletin, together with an 'Index
of past issues, will be kept on
file in the University library. The
first issue of the bulletin is expected the latter part of Feb.
----------·---

Western World
When it comes to deCiding who
among the faculty is the most
widely traveled, F'ather McColll't,
Dr. Porter, and Col. Dunn would
probaby have to argue it out
among 'them. They've al l been
just about everywhere.
It appears that the faculty has
covered all of the W·estern Hemisphere, too. Mr. Inserni studied
in Puerto Rico and traveled in
South America and the West Indies. Father Shiels, Mr. Mayne,

Accountants Hear
Printed Form Talk
At Last Meeting

Charles Koenig, sophomore, in
the College of Liberal Arts, received a citation from the AntiTuberculosis League for being
the 100,000th person to be ~
rayed in the Chest X-Ray program.
According to Mrs. Richards,
head of the X-Ray division that
visited the Xavier campus, Koenig was one of 500 students ~o
receive this free service at Xavier. She also stated that this
present string of X-Rays .-began
in 1944 and reached its )00,000th
mark with Koenig.
BACK STUDENT RELIEF!!

Raincoats
- Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
for _men, women
and children.

The beautiful

.TOPPER
CLUB
Music Hall
PRESENTS

SAT. FEB. 21-SUN. FEB. 22
FLA.CH

BROXHERS

• • • •
2nd and Vine Streeb

(;incinnati, Ohio

Please - may I make
a Suggestion!
The Purple Cow is the place to meet
When Xavier men want to treat
Each other or their girl friend fair
To food fit Jor a millionaire.

THE PURPLE COW
Fountain Square Hotel·

Cincinnati, Ohio

5

E
E

Too Important To Forget The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring faod makes it an essential
in every student's diet.
\

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 ·Vine Street

AV. 6480
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EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
SUNDAY FEB. 22

WLW's

BILL. N.IMMO
In Person -

In Action

IN A 15°MINUTE DISC SHOW

*

* *· *

RESERVATIONS CH 3086
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• + • Xavier University Evening College News • + •
SUNDOWN SCHOLARS IN PRE-LENTEN FLING AT MARDI GRAS PARTY

A gala farewell tu temporal
pleasure in pJ.'.eparation for the
penitence of Lent gave an added
fillup to the Mardi Gras Dance
held at the Evening College on
February 8. The gentleman sur-

e

rounded by a bevy of beauties is
Carl Grome and his attentive
court is left to right, June Regan,
Rita Stemann, Joan Benken, and
Rosemary Breitenbach. In the
center shot, Mary Brinkmann and

Evening College Editorial

U. N. AND XAVIER U.

J

Russ Weiler, first prize winners
of the float· contest, beam over
said float. The Bourbon County
Boys, who captured second prize,
form the center of the third photo.
Left to right, first row, Mardi

Gras King and Queen Paul Teeman and Loretta Kloeker (picked
by a drawing of- their check room
numbers); second row, Lou
Grome, Bob Borchers, a First
Year Club member so effectively

Schwartz Speaks
At Alu1nnae Tea

REV.PAUL CAVANAUGH
TO CONDUCT RETREAT

Dr. Herbert Schwartz, professor of philosophy at Xavier, was
the principal speaker at the Xavier Alumnae tea which was held
on Sunday, February 15, at Albers Hall.
Dr. Schwartz, a former professor in the graduate school of philosophy at Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., is recognized as an expert on Aristotelian philosophy.

The United Nations has come to the campus of Xavier
University. In no other college or university in the United
States has the UN become the integral, intimate part of student life as it has at Xavier.
·
Here there are hundreds of students cast in ·the roles of
the world's United Nations representatives ... roles they are
rehearsing for the greaf-"Drama of the United Nations" to
be staged in the Xavier Fieldhouse, February 26. There will
be{ a General Assembly, a Security Council, a Secretariat there will be a miniature United Nations.
These student actors in Xavier's "United Nations Drama"
willingly have accepted their parts - small as each part is
Contest!
- in this gigantic play whose plot revolves about just world
Ho.w
many
points will "X"
government. Why? These students are living a purpose, an
ideal. They will to show Cincinnati - the United States - score against U. C. and Ky? See
all nations - our world is a stage, and in our century its page 3.
curtain has risen on a real drama of United Nations. A drama . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
whose success depen.ds upon all peoples accepting their small
roles and playing them under the direction of the Holy Ghost EVE. COL. LIBRARY
in such a way that God will applaud this world performance
Father Paul O'Connor, Evewith the Award of Peace, Universal and lasting. The drama
of the United Nations h!is come to the campus of Xavier ning College dean, has anUniversity. It has come to the hundreds of Xavier students nounced that books may now
be removed from the Downwho are World War II veterans.

• Moving Pictures
Added To Lectures
On a flying carpet disguised

as a 16-mm Ampro sound projector, several Evening College
classes have visited spots which
held particula1 interest to them
in connec~ion with their studies.
This innovation in standard
classroom technique is gaining
popularity among American col-
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RECORDS
SHEET MUSIC

1

'

GREETING CARDS

• •

~

-

SONG SHOP
34-36 E. Fifth ·St.

.,

leges and universities, as it i.s
found that a difficult point can
often be better presented by the
visual method. A catalogue of the
educational films which may be
obtained is available to the faculty members and Father Paul
O'Connor, Evening College deatt,
expresses the hope that more
classes may be able to secure
films which will promote better
understanding of varied subjects.
The following movies have
been scheduled for presentation:
French-The Last Time We
Saw Paris
··
Principles -0f Economics-Ten
Years of Cooperative Credit
Economic Geography-The
Walls Across India
United States History-Eighteenth Century Life. in Williamsburg, Virginia
'Business Psychology-The Time
Is Now

On Fountain Square
•

. .

• ••••••• - •• -

t

BACK STUDENT RELIEF!!
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QUEEN CITY BLUE PRINT

-co.

town College Library. Individual cards will not be issued students, but each book
contains a card on which entry
of the student borrowing the
book may be made. A request
has also been made for silenti.e
and for adherence to the "no
smoking" regulation in the
library.

==============

What, No Stovepipes?
From The Hawk of St. Joseph's
College we learn that there are
no top hats on their campus.
• • •
And here we thought that the
p eople of Philadelphia we r_ecivilized.

...................................
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The Rev. Paul W. Cavanaugh,
S.J., will conduct the annual
Evening College retreat on March
19, 20, and 21, chairman Larry
Barker has announced. The retreat will commence on Friday
evening at the downtown college
building. All students, alumnae,
and alumni are invited.

First Year Club
Reorganizes

Father Cavanaugh, a former
army chaplain, was captured in
the Battle of the Bulge and held
prisoner until the. end of the war.
For six months after his release,
he was hospitalized and since
leaving the hospital has been stationed at the Milford Novitiate,
where he is teaching Latin and
Gr!!ek.
Complete schedules will be announced later.
(Ed. Note: Although the March
13 weekend was previously announced as the retreat date, circumstances have made it necessaty to c h an g e to the above
dates.)

As part of a general reorganization plan and drive for members, the First Year Club will
hold a general meeting on Febru- EVENING COLLEGE PEEK
ary 18 at the Evening College
Thursday, February 19 - Choral
Assembly Hall. Zetta Ann GausClub, Downtown College, 8:00
ling, president of the group, states
p.m.
that notices have been sent to all
Bowling, Evanston Campus Alfirst year students at the downleys, 7 :30 p.m.
town collegei- urging them to atSunday, February 22 - Vetarcus
tend the meeting.
•
Club attendance at Lenten LecDuring the past several weeks,
ture, "Out Of The Depths", St.
members of a First Year Club
Xavier Church, 7:45 p.m.
committee have prepared a set
of by-laws and a constitution Monday, February 23 - Bowling,
Evanston Campus Alleys, 7:30
which will be presented for apand
9:30 p.m.
proval at that time.
This organization, which has as Wednesday, February 25 - Bowling, Evanston Campus Alleys,
its aim the promotion of a friendly
spirit among new students a n d , . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
their gradual indoCtrination into
IN MEMORIAM
the social life of Xavier, has as
The faculty and student body
officers, in addition to Miss Gaus- extend deepest sympathy to
Jing, Shirley Zan g, treasurer; Ada Mae and Garnet Davis on
J-0an Gerke, secretary; and Bill the death of their granddeary and Gerry Meyer, ad- mother, Mrs. Clark.

.:_v_:is:o~r:s·~---,.-------~'..=============

Cincinnati Scene

Symphony Orchestr<;i Featlier In City's Cap
(Ed. Note: This is the second
in a series or community informative articles that the "News"
will carry as part of its public
service to Cincinnati's citizenry.)

Cincinnati\s Symphony Orchestra is one of the Queen City's
Photostats
m-0st loved prizes of cultural
Discharge .Papers - Birth Certificates - Marriage _License etc.
achievement. However, Cincinnatians often fail to realize 1the
power and the importance of the
:111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 music that fills the Queen City's
renowned concert hall.
The immense power "o'er the
masses:' the Russian government
attributed to music is evidenced
by her recent edict which restricted the creative a1·tistry of
WHITE VILLA. GROCERS, INC.
·
5 he1· masterful composers.
537 EAST PEARL ST.
.
Thor Johnson, conductor of the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra,
lllllllllllHlllllllllllllJllllllJllllllllllllllllllJlllllllllllMllllllllllllllllllllllllUlai
124 Gover~ment Place (Rear of Post Office)

March 19, 20, 21 Dates;
Downtown College Scene

disguised that we couldn't find
her name, Joan Gerke, Carl
Grome, and ff a r o Id Grome.
Judges for the contest were
Esther Spaeth, Ruth Rottmueller,
and Harry Maly.

in commenting on the communicative power of music, mentioned,
"Through the. medium of music
one can reach the hearts of people in a way that is otherwise
inexpressable; This great power
of music is often underestimated;
yet, in our own time we see it
recognized by the Communistic
government of Russia. In a sense,
S t a 1 i n has forbidden Russia's
great composers to write from
their hearts, music that will reach
the hearts of their countrymen."
The presence .of the grace of
symphonic music in Cincinnati's
soul has influenced her cultural
economic, and social life /beyond
measure.
Under the strong leadership of
Thor Johnson, Cincinnati's symphony Orchestra is meeting the

high traditional standard of rules
for our Symphony. Mr. Johnson's
love for music is enriched by his
desire to bring an appreciation
and standing of the music of all
ages to all of Cincinnati. His conductor .. artistry suggests the color,
mood, and emotion which excites
imagination to that original interpretation which can be only
fostered - never forced - upon
listeners.
A greater appreciation of the
value of musical jewels the Cincinnati Symphony brings to the
throne of our Queen City will
add not· only to the brightness of
her cultural glory, but also it
will unite her citizenry via the
esoteric bond whose strength and
power vies with that of world
rulers-the bond of m"5ic.

----
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XAVIER SPORTS

Final Competition To Be
Tong~ With Highly Rated
Indiana State Here First

.

.............................................................

Dayton, Kentucky Ancl Cincinnati To.Round Out
The Muskies' Most Succ~ssful Hoop Season
By /rule Hils
With their fine record already being wildly acclaimed
throughout the midwest, the Xavier Musketeers can add even
greater prestige by downing the highly ranked lndiai:ia State
crew tomorrow night, Feb. 21 at the Fieldhouse. The State
crew sporting a neat 16 won, 4 lost record, as q£ last week,
promises to be tough customers
for Lew Hilt's superlative Muskies. They won 10 of their last
11 and boast among their victims
such notables as: Southe1'n Methodist, the "stringbeanish" West
Texas squad, which is the tallest
quintet in the country, Ball
State Teachei:s, who "X" also
has beaten, Valparaiso, who beat
University of Cincinnati in an
overtime contest about a month
ago, fast-breaking Marshall, who
has also won from the Staters,
and the Western Michigan Broncos.

I

I ntramzircil
Basketball
Is Resu11ied

.

Wi:ri Streal~ S11apped At Ni11e

Sportstistics By Lo11isville Cards, 58-4 7
By
Coates
Bob

.............................................................. r--------------,
The "Varsity X" Club which is
composed of students who have
earned a letter in intercollegiate
athletic competition, has been
non-existent on the campus since
1943. Founded
_in 1921 this organization developed into a
powerful a n d
active or g an.,.
Perhaps the
v a r s i t y captains could get
together and
stage an initiation in spring
Bob Coates
as was formerly traditional.
"' ·• "'
Herb Cummings, personable
frosh mentor, will pit his young
against the Dayton, Kentucky and
Cincinnati freshman in the preliminaries to the varsity encounters.
• • •
The varsity football squad will
terminate spring practice with an
intrasquad game-sponsored by
the industrious Musketeer Club
-on Sunday afternoon, April 11.
"' • •

Hfrt On To1trneys
"The Xavier University l,Jasketball team will not consider
any tournaments until after
the regular schedule is over,"
· was hoop mentor Lew Hirt's
answer to a news query this
week. No invitation has been
received as yet from any of
the post-season classics and if
Xavier is inviU!d to one of
them acceptance will not be
made until the season is over.
Coach Lew Hirt and his boys
are concentrating on .each
game as it eomes and will
continue to do so until the
Cincinnati game.

Intramural baske,tball is being
resumed after a layoff caused by
the semester break. According to
reports turned into Mr. Hiatt's
office results of games played
this past week in the dorm
league are as follows:
Rebels won their first one, by
forfeit, over Chi Wayners. DeDefeated By Loyola
spjte their record, the Rebels
One of the Terre Haute cagers' have a fast, smooth-working outlosses was to Notre Dame, an- fit and ought to improve with
The track and field season at
other was to L o y o 1 a by nine experience. Big disadvantage is
Xavier will be launched Tuesday,
points. "X" beat the Loyola boys their lack of height, with only
Feb. 24, tit 4 p.m .. in Memorial
by 2 points in one of the best
one man six feet.
Fieldhouse when Coach Ray Tilfieldhouse games to date. Last
Bks 16 tangled with Dakota
ton assembles his sprint and
year the Indians came out in a Manors and emerged with a 39jump aspirants for a preliminary
very close 50-48 battle with the 28 triumph but the game was
meeting. Coach Tilton, who douBlue and White.
closer than the final score inbles as an accounting instructor
The Indiana State five is coach- dicated. Ryan with 13 and
here earlier in the day, will be
Because of the intense intered by John Wooden, an all time, Mitchell with 9 were high for
~
in his second season at the helm
est
shown in the X-UK and
All American who p 1 aye d at the winners while Bettis dropped
of the Xavier thinclads.
X-UC games Radio St at i on
P u r d u e. He stresses a f a s t, through 8 for the losers.
Stating that "track and field
WCPO
will broadcast both conhigh scoring brand of ball, which
It ·was neighbor against neighfurnishes the competitor his fintests.
The
.
Hudepohl
Brewing
features the dead eye shooting bor when Bks 8 defeated Bks 7,
est opportunity for individual
of Duane Kluch, one of the na- 37-36, in a very close _contest that Company will sponsor tjle event achievement,'' the track mentor
and
Al
Stephan
will
do
the
nartion's top offensive threats. Coach saw · the lead ·change several
emphasized the fact that all poHi rt figures to use his usual times. Jim . McGann was out- rating.
sitions on· the Musketeer squad
starting lineup.
standing for the losers, but Von- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - are wide open. Frosh with prep
derbruggan, Durbin, Beatty, and
Xavier's Muskies bounced school experience and other new
Dayton May Surprise
Following Saturday's tussle Vetter were in there scrapping. back Wednesday night at the studentis who ·are· also former
Conolly, MacElwain, Bohannan, Fieldhouse with a convincing track and. field veterans are in"X" engages the not so high flyand the Hess twins sparked the
vited to attend the opening sesing Day.ton team in a return
win over the Miami Redskins,
winners to victory. Bob Drennan 61 _ •
sion in the Fieldhouse next Tues44
match Feb. 24 at the Fieldhouse. acted as referee.
day.
The Muskies hold an earlier 72-52
Bks 14 defeated the Bummers;'=============~:.:_::__ _ _ __
win over the F'lyers, who haven't Bks 14{2) conquered the Whiz
shown too much this season. They Kids; Geeks took a forfeit from
could surprise, however, if their Lulus, and this is the Lulus third
two scoring leaders, Bill Ginn and forfeit.
Rip West layed down a bucket
If any teams desire to withbarrage and 6'5" Jim Ard n t draw, please inform Mr. Hiatt so ·
snapped out of his scoring le- 1as to avoid future confusion in
thargy.
s~hecluling. The practice of penComing after these contests are citing the outcome on schedule
those two long awaited, much sheets should be stopped as this
talked of battles, both at home, makes the schedule almost imthe first with Kentucky on Feb. possible to dope out. Team cap26 and the second with U. C. on tains are again requested to turn
March 3 in the season's finale.
in a report of their game.

Track, Fielcl Meu
Otf Auel Ruuuiug
Tuesday, Feb. 24

Dayton Downc1! Previous! y
72-52, For 18th Victory

Xavier University's Musketeers, striving for a berth among
the top twenty cage teams.in the
country,' received a severe blow
to their prestige last Friday, W~len
they lost a 58-47 decision to an
alert Univei·sity of Louisville aggregation. Earlier in the week,
the Muskies had won thefr 18th
game by downing Dayton, 72-52.
Cardinals Al'e "Hot"
The loss to Louisville snapped
a nine game winning streak foi·
the Musketeers, and gave them
a record of 18 wins and four losses. The win was the Cardinals'
17th against three defeats. These
three setbacks were all consecutive, and were initiated by Xavier
on Jan. 7, when the Muskies
clipped the Cardinals' feathers,
62-34, here at the fieldhouse.
Lack of backboard control by
Xavier, and the sharp-shooting
of Cardinals "Mutt" Coleman and
"Jeff" Combs. sent the Muskies
reeling to defeat. Louisville was
in possession of the ball for a
greater part -0f the game, while
accurate shooting by Combs and
Coleman netted them 19 and 14
points, respectively. Jim Kartholl
and Art Morthorst carried the
scoring brunt for the Muskies
with 11 points each.
Road Record Set
Earlier in the week, the Musketeers had set a new total team
score away from home record by
downing Dayton University,
72-52, at Dayton.
X a v i e r moved ahead of the
Flyers after seven minutes of
play, 11-10, and was nev.er headed after that. Four Muskies broke
into double figures in scoring,
with Jim Kartholl leading the
group with 16. Art Morthorst had
15,, Bobby Alston 13, and Howie
Schueller 10. West was high for
Dayton with 14.

Gambits llheckmated By State
In Initial Chess Encounter
Baldivin To Coach

Amiable Al Stephan Tali.es
Over As Head Of Athletics
Xavier University has a new Business Manager of Athletics.
· In ten short years Albert A. Stephan has climbed the
ladder of success from student, to publicity agent, to lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy, to publicity director for the Cincinnati

Reds, to the position of Business
Manager of Athletics at Xavier.
Stephan succeeds Gordon Nead,
who resigned last week to devote
full time to his real estate business. Al will assume his new duties on March 15.
Al was graduated cum laude
from Xavier in 1938, and worked
as athletic publicity agent for
the Musketeers for two years after his graduation. He then went
into radio as a spo1·ts announcer
for Station WCPO.
In 1943 Al enlisted in the Navy
and served three years as an instructor and recognition officer
aboard the carrier Enterprise in
the Pacific.
For the past two years he has
been the athletic publicity agent
for Xavier and is also rounding

·
out a year as Manager of the
Service Bureau of the Cincinnati
Baseball Club. Al will be succeeded in the Reds' publicity job
by Dave Grote, Xavier's .assistant
public relations director.
Very active in undergraduate
days at Xavier, Al was Sports
Editor of the News, President of
Student Council and winner of
the Verkamp Debate in his senior
year.
Al is married and resides at
3830 Kilbourne Avenue, Hyde
Park with his .wife, Betty, and
two lovely daughters, Julie ElIe11r.the cute little cheerleaderand Sandra.
Stephan is an excellent speaker
possessing a clear voice and masterful command of the English
language.

Four members of the XU Chess Clilb are shown above competing with a team from Ohio State University in a matcli held in
Albers Hall, Saturday, Feb. 14. Xavier rookmen are left to right,
Dan Brown, Charlie Lang, Jim Dapper, and Dick Riordan. Ohio
State players are: J. Vera, (standJng, fifth from left) L. Schuer,
and Bill Jarnigan, (seated at right).
X av i er' s Chess Club's first
team, the Gambits, lost their first
intercollegiate tourney when, defeated by an Ohio State team on
the Xavier C amp us, Saturday
February 14, they won but one
out of six matches. The second
team, the Kibitzers, were more
fortunate, winning two out of .six.
For Xavier's Gambits, Pedro
Mendez, most powerful player,
defeated OSU's number one man,
Jose Vera, afte1· almost three
hours of close play. In other
games, Dan Brown, president,
lost to Schuer, John Leibold re-

signed to Bush, Godwin Kupris
conc~ded to Thor, and Bob Dauer
·and Sin g er were defeated by
Green and Yerchin, respectively.
The Kibitzers fared a bit better
as Roy Somhorst defeated Strahl
and Dick Riordan mated Harman,
while Germann, Lang, Kearney
and Stilin toppled before Jarnigan, Loening, Siebrecht, and Moss
of OSU.
The loss, while decisive, was
fa1· from discouraging as the Ohio
State team is unbeaten in more
than two years of intercollegiate
play.

N iblick Squad
Mr. Raymond C. Baldwin, newly appointed coach of the golf
team, announced that practice
for the men wishing to try out
for the golf team will be held as
sdon as the weather conditions
permit. Under present plans all
of the practices will be held at
the Avon Fields Golf Course on
R e a d i n g Road near Paddock
Road.
After seeing the calibre of the
men reporting Mr. Baldwin expects to cut his. squad to :,ibout
8 men. Letters have been sent
out to various colleges concerning dates for m a t c h e s and a
schedule will be announced when
all of the letters have been answered.
l\fr. Baldwin ·came to Xavier
from Purcell High School with
Coach Kluska and acted as trainer to the football team during
their season. He is also ,performing these same duties for the
basketball team. His appointment as golf coach came during
the Christmas holidays.

BASEBALL CALL ISSUED
Mr. George Hiatt, Musketeer
baseball coach, will make an announcement {)f beginning of baseball practice in the next issue of
the News. The veterans from last
year's diamond squad have been
working out in the gym every
evening and will move outdoors
with the advent of w a rm e_1:
weather.
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AS I SEE IT:

. Defeat~ Almost l11evitable
Bv Dick Henkel
The "writing on the wall", to which a ·host of close Xavier
basketball fans had affixed their prophetic signatures, turned out
to be all too true last Friday after Louisville's Cardinals dished out
a defeat to the Muskie cagers. You could have gotten two bettors
on the Falls City cagers for every Xavier bettor just before the
Hfrtmen were clipped last week. Merely mentioning Louisville's psychological advantage and the
inevitable home floor jinx doesn't convince us
that X wasn't half-beaten before they ever got to
Louisville. But such arc basketball's ups and
downs. Nineteen wins and four losses is still a
collosal achievement.
SOl\'.IE HUMBLE ADVICE . , ..
School spirit, loyalty, et al considered, this
"' column would advise the money-men hereabouts
to look twice before they go off half-cocked and
splurge half a month's subsistence check or the
week's earnings on Xavier when the U.C.-MusDick Henkel
keteer contest is played this year. John Wiethe's Bearcat bctsketballers showed th'eir true mettle when they trounced Duquesne last
,week, and it looks like another heart-stopper when that final game
on the regular slate for the season is played. Granting Xavier.a few
minor points in their favor, we wouldn't give moue than five points
to U.C. where cash is at stake.
ADD MISCONCEPTIONS ..•
Those supposedly high attendance figures you've been reading
about when tbe Blue and W·hite Hoop showmen take the Fieldhouse
. floor are vastly over-estimated, according to people in the Xavier
athletic office. Permanent stands there hold only 2700 fans, and
most of· those 4000 to 4500 attendance estimates given thus far this
year were optimistic at best. Largest crowd ever in the Fieldhouse
_was the 5200 who watched the Kentucky game last season. The
Bowling Green game here this season was tops in attendance so far.
' THINGS YOU HAVEN'T HEARD .•.•
Have it on good authority that there was a slight- tiff between
the football and baseball departments here recently over who would
use practice facilities this spring. It seems that spring grid practice
and baseball practice would have overlapped under plans laid by
the respective departments. We're •happy to report that the situation
was solved easily and amicably, though, and as it now stands there
will be plenty of activity on the practice fields from March on.
ENTER'l'AINMENT TIP ...•
Our congrats to Dave Grote, of the Public Relations office, on
his new job as assistant secretary of the Cincinnati Reds. It couldn't
have happened to a nicer guy, that's a cinch! Incidentally, for real
entertainment get Dave to settle down sometime and relate his
•huge file of anecdotes on Chick Boxwell of the basketball team.
Seems Chick is a master of repartee and a real comedian, and Dave
doeszl't miss any part of the show.
· .

CORDUROY SPORT COATS
With a casual air .

freshness of Styling!

21•5,0

AFTER EXERCISE
REFRESH YOURSELF

There's sturdy serviceability in these handsome single-breasted corduroy
sport coats. A leisurely all-season jacket that's "at home" in town as well
as country or on campus.'You'll like the smart details-the way the coat
hangs from the shoulders, the fine wale corduroy, the smooth-looking
lapels and notice the four easy-to-get-into flap pockets (one for loose
change) ... side or center vents for freedom. Maroon, brown, or covert

•

• green in regulars or longs.

Ask to sec our g1·aml collcctiou of :Men's Slacks • • • flannels,
coverts, gabm·dines in brown, tan, covert, grey, green 01· blue.

13.50 ll}J

IOnLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA·C:OLA COMPANY IY

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

© 1947 The C:.C C:o.

Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
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Xaveriauus: Au ludiaua Sojourn
(Continued from Page 2)
to visit and bring money to be spent in Ohio. Xaverianus felt that
Ohio would do well to learn a lesson from her sister state, and at
the same time eliminate one of her citizen's sore spots - sales tax.
Ft. Wayne Papers Feature Birth Control Items
Xaverianus was shocked to find three major items in one edition
of a Ft. Wayne, Indiana paper forwarding birth control. Apparently
the editors considered it quite the thing. A two-column article told
of a meeting of a birth control organization and what "great"
things they were doing. Another article wrote-up one of the women
prominent in such an organization. Still another feature article by
a well-known foreign correspondent carried ,the following punch
line, "Probably the best thing the United. States could send to China
would be a supply of contraceptives plus instructions on how to use
them." Xaverianus wondered how the correspondent ,could have
the gall to write such an advocatior/ of immorality and how the
editors could see fit to place their stamp of approval on adultery.
America has only to look at the chaos birth control has wrought in
France to learn a lesson of how the Creator feels about such
methods. "Increase and Multiply" must ·be unheard of words to
such journalists. Xaverianus hope that they did not fully realize
the harm they were doing, and would one day, wake up.

J1alentine Conducts Quiz
(Continued from Page l)
will all be based on some important phase of the United Nations.
For those who are interested in
picking up a little extra money,
cash prizes donated by an anonymous friend of Xavier, will be
given away to the contestants
who give correct answers to the
battery of questions.
WL W. announcers will roam
through the audience with portable mikes picking contestants for

Cliff Miller Wins
Race With Moon

...

For

Clifford T. Miller, Business
Administration Junior, appeared
with Vaughn Monroe's Orchestra Wednesday night, February
18, at Music ·Hall, after winning
the "Vaughn Monroe Impersonation Contest" which was held
during the previous week.
He is a member, of the Masque
Society and has appeared in many
of the variety shows and dances
that h'ave been presented on the
campus.

GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

An Independent Stace

-------

lid

BACK STUDENT RELIEF!!

the program. The whole show will
be broadcast over WLW at 10:30
p.m., Thursday.
Lew Valentine conceived his
novel idea for a radio quiz program when he was q student at
the University of Texas. This was
in 1928. Ten years later, the idea
became a reality when the program went on the air for its first
broadcast, from the Fox Theatre
in Atlanta, Ga. This year the
popular silver-dollar quiz marks
its tenth anniversary on the air .
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"The more I smoke
.Chesterfields the
more I appreciate
how good they are"

Mahley & Carew

o~..Q~
,;:.NORTHWEST STAMPEDE"
AN BAGLB-LION PRODUCTION

/

~ I smoke
Chesterfield
.
.
(flOM A 111111 OP STATIMIN1S IY PIOMININT IOIACCO fAIMHSI

r our

"When I bring my tobacco to market I'm always
looking. for the Liggett & Myers buyers because I
know when I've got real good "'ild, n)e sweet tobacco
they'll pa11 the top dollar for it.
·::·:'.··''·'·"'·' ' '
"I've been smoking Chellterfields for about 25
':~!/Ji!!!!!!! M geara. I like !heir taste and I know the kind of
,;)ii!ft~;;H'
tobacco that'• in them."
. I • IJ D.• ~
.}{
~
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scarf sta"s put • • •

looks smarter with an

Initial Scaff Holder
00

I•

plus- 20% Fed.
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TOIACCO fAAMll
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YOUR INITIAL in a big block letter is a decora-

tive part of the circular design of this scarf
holder by Coro. Slide it over your filmy silk
scarf to keep it in place fashionably. It's metal
with the glinting color of gold, small enough
·to be neat, large enough tO be impressive.
Maltley'• .iewelry a Street ftM•

'1lLWAYS MILDER IDB'ITBB TASnNG (:rJOOLEB SMOKING

